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Installation Instructions

1.Start at the bottom. If studs are concealed under a substrate, first locate and mark stud locations. We recommend attachment every 16” on-center. SlatWall PX™ can

Any questions or problems, please contact us:

be installed over wood or steel studs.
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2.Laser or snap a level reference line at the bottom of your
entire slatwall area. Double check to make sure the total
number of slatwall pieces will fit your desired slatwall
area including J-Caps. Do not space screws greater than
16” apart and use maximum size #10 pan head screw.
Screws should be centered in grooves of the SlatWall
PX™ . Pre-drill if necessary.
3.Once seated correctly, attach each piece with screws in
the grooves. Do not space screws greater than 16”
apart. Repeat the procedure with additional pieces, making sure each is seated and secured with screws. Continue to the top of your slatwall area until all pieces are
installed. Always check level and fit of each piece.
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Installation Instructions
1. Start at the bottom. If studs are concealed under a substrate, you must first locate and mark stud locations. We recommend attachment every 16” on-center.
SlatWall PX™ can be installed over wood or steel studs.
2. Laser or snap a level reference line at the bottom of your entire slatwall area.
Double check to make sure the total number of slatwall sections will fit your desired slatwall area including J-Cap top & bottom. Place the J-Cap with the bottom
aligned to your level line and attach with screws. J-Cap must be straight and level.
Do not space screws greater than 16” apart and use maximum size #6 pan head
screw. Screws should be centered in the small groove on the J-Cap. Pre-drill if
necessary. Place the first SlatWall PX™ section onto the J-Cap making sure it is
level and seated.
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3. Once seated correctly, attach each piece with screws at the top. Do not space
screws greater than 16” apart. Repeat the procedure with additional sections,
making sure each section is seated as shown secured at the top with screws. Continue to the top of your slatwall area until all sections are installed. Always check
level and fit of each piece.
4. At top of the SlatWall PX™, attach a J-Cap onto the topmost section. A small
amount of adhesive may be used on the top flange to secure the J-Cap in place.

Find hundreds of more great
work space enhancement products
at www.diamondlifegear.com

 Use correct length screws to attach SlatWall PX™ to a wall. Due to the uniqueness
of each installation, mounting screws are not included.
 If cutting is required, cut sections with a power saw. Use a saw blade designed to
cut 1/4” thick plastic. The saw blade should enter the front side of the SlatWall
PX™ sections.

Doing a common thing uncommonly well,
brings success.
Welcome to the diamondLife.™

Helpful Hint!
Improper installation will cause
accessory problems and uneven walls.

CAUTION!
Keep heavy loads at least 3 inches away
from either ends of SlatWall MX™ Panel.
Hanging heavy loads close to the ends
can cause the panel to break. Also keep
any heavy loads hung on the same slat
at least 6 inches apart.
Accessories
Fastening into wall stud

Fastening into hollow wall

Fastening into masonry wall

Peg Hooks

stud
drywall
SlatWall PX™
countersunk #6 pan-head
screw

hollow wall anchor
drywall
SlatWall PX™
washer
anchor screw

masonry
furring strip
SlatWall PX™
countersunk wood screw
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